**Phonak Fast Facts**

**Roger™ Table Mic**

**What is it?**
Roger Table Mic is a wireless microphone especially designed for meetings, enabling people with a hearing loss to focus on work rather than on hearing.

Roger Table Mic picks up sound at a large meeting in a way that no other product on the market is able to. Its omni-directional mode captures sound from the participants at a meeting around a table. Audio processing parameters for Roger Table Mic are fine-tuned for meetings. For larger meetings, it is recommended to use one or more extra Roger Table Mics.

**When to use it?**
Meetings often cause hearing difficulties for people with a hearing loss, such as side conversations, surrounding noise or distance to the speaker. When faced with certain challenging listening situations, a hearing aid might not be enough, but one or more Roger Table Mics are ideal.

**How to use it?**
Roger Table Mic is very easy to use. Simply place it on the meeting table. The spoken words of the meeting participants are distinguished and the background noise is reduced. Speech is clearly transmitted to the receivers.

The 'connect' button is used for the initial set-up of the Roger system or to add additional Roger microphones; so in most cases in daily life, the user only needs to switch the Roger Table Mic on and off. Roger Table Mic and other Roger microphones are fully automatic. No programming software is required.

For extra discreet usage, you can choose to operate the table microphone with a remote control.

The Roger Table Mic can be connected to other Roger microphones in a MultiTalker Network.

For more detailed information visit: [www.rogertablemic.com](http://www.rogertablemic.com)